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About This Game

Patrician III - sequel to the award winning game Patrician II - features advanced in-game AI, which adjusts its difficulty based
on experience and ability. In this economic sandbox game you can gain wealth and power in multiple ways - what you will do

with it is up to you. Invite up to 8 of your friends for a multiplayer session via LAN or over the Internet.

Become a fellow of the famous medieval Hanse trading association in the 13th century. Manage the politics, prestige and
economic success in your city and the known parts of Europe! Create a medieval trade empire and expand in to encompass the
whole Old World. Build warehouses, workshops, brickworks and much more to strengthen your financial position in the Hansa.
Gain reputation in your hometown by developing its infrastructure with roads, hospitals, schools and become Lord Mayor thus

gaining full control of the city. Be a famous pirate killer or become one yourself!

Visit the great cities of Hamburg, Stockholm, London, Novgorod, Oslo and more. Explore the Mediterranean as you build your
trade empire. Hold galas to celebrate victory in battle and your town's growth. Run massive trading operations and cope with the

consequences of enhanced seasonal weather effects.
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You can raise your standing through town improvement and diplomacy or fill your coffers through piracy and smuggling. Grow
your small town into a major trading centre wielding tremendous economic power today!
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Title: Patrician III
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Ascaron Entertainment ltd.
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2010
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Since it's an music arcade game you expect good music and it has it(it's very good actually).But damn the gameplay is awful
thanks to bad controls and another annoying thing for me,loading screens taking a lot.. It's not that terrible. I mean, it's not a
masterpiece either, so you can completely avoid this game, but it's not bad, and if you don't have any other sniper games, this
can help you kill some time.. A very well rounded adventure roleplaying game for VR. Probably one of the best atm and
possibly unique. If you have a headset I highly recommend checking out the demo. The full game is quite similar..
Unfortunately the devs are unaware that pop-filters exist.. I was actually a fan of the original game and this rebuild until Ubisoft
locked everyone into Uplay. Now, the game is unplayable and Ubisoft can't be bothered with support.. A really nice game and
its fun to play. Game is buggy. when you recioeve the big heart from a monster that you so desperatley need and it goes inside
the wall and into nothingness and you cant follow cause there's no way to go there... that is not ok. Enemies are too random and
not in a good way. Boss fights are too simple. Not easy but simple.. This is a sweet programming game in disguise that's very
satisfying when everything works :) The difficulty can spike at times because of the pyramidal level selection - if you find
yourself completely stuck, there's probably a simpler puzzle earlier in the tree that will subtly guide you through the technique
you need to use to complete it.. 100 % sure this is not for everyone...

but if you like rogue-like game mechanics, car combat and tactic games, you should give it a try.

i like if devs make games with mechanics outside the box, even if it is not perfect or comfortable. so they nailed it with good
ideas.

it's not a game to get sunken, but for now and then doing 1 or 2 runs (like mostly all rogue-like games) a good choice. not the
hardest game in my libary, but far from easy...

not for casual mainstream gamers, but indylovers and hardcore gamers will mostly like it and should give it a try. it's worth it....
I would have enjoyed this game much more if the Inventory Box worked correctly. It was most annoying to try to pick an item
from the Inventory when it would not stay up long enough to pick the item. The rest of the game was good.
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Very good story and deeply thought provoking. I wish it gave you the option of making your own decisions but then you
wouldn't get the great ending. At the end I felt like this is the start of a great future for this game. I want to be this person and
continue with more of an open game and more game playing mechanics.. This is a fantastic remake of one of my favorite
games, Treasure Adventure Game. It's like Wind Waker meets Metroid. If you like exploring, if you like vivid, rich worlds full
of great characters, if you like fantastic soundtracks, get this game. It'd be worth it at 3 times the price.. Cool arcade racing
combat, with zombies, and a rock soundtrack.. I love caveman \/ Dinosaur genre games, in my opinion, there is not enough of
them and it is a genre that is way overlooked.

Here comes along Dinocide with some really cool game mechanics, mostly familiar from the NES era.
The game feels like not so much a throwback but more of an homage to the past.

However the game is poorly put together, there is no structure to the overworld map, and this feels clunky, I would have much
preferred clear stages such as desert, forest, ice, instead we are given a roulette style level system, I have no idea who thought
that was a good idea.
Also, the game is very repetitive, some of the level design feels rushed and the enemies seem as though they were taken from
previous projects the team had worked on, for a game called Dinocide there are very thew dinosaurs, which is a shame, instead
we have Mexican skeletons and zombie pig-men !!!

There are some good secrets hidden away, and the boss fights are inventive, I kind of wish the team had spent more time on
creating more bosses and actual dinosaur enemies than trying to pad out the game with convoluted levels.

Dinocide does have some charm, it's hard to find but it does exist within the game, surprisingly with everything said the game is
fun and does give the player some challenges, even if some of them seem unfair at times.
I believe this is a game aimed at little children, who have very short attention spans. Dinocide is a bad game, it is not a good
game, but it is fun and very random.

I am giving it a thumbs up because I do believe people should play this if only to learn what not to do while developing a game,
and how to avoid the trappings of poor development.
The game is funny for all the wrong reasons and fun because of it.
I both love and hate this game all at the same time, but love it more than I hate it...

I just wish someone will make a cool retro Dinosaur game, maybe it will hapen one day... we can only hope.. Fun game, well
presented by BlueLine.

Worth the money imo.. This game is so bad. Absolutely amazing, love this kind of game. Definite recommend.. VIDEO
GAMING ON MY RECORD FINE .. WELL DONE WHILE THE VIDEO RECORDING WAS VERY LAG AND BLANK
.... I'M BACK TO MY MONEY , Made two videos with this programe. First video went great, every thing was recorded, editing
went fine, converting and saving worked. Second video had major problems, recording was good, but when I tryied to edit,
convert, or save the programe keeps crashing on me. If anyone knows how to fix this problem please message me.. A mix of
puzzle and platformer that reminds me a bit of the games I used to play as a kid - Jet Set Willy 2 and Manic Miner and the like.
There was actually one game which was ascii and on an old BBC Micro at my neighbours where you were a worm and could
design your own levels. There's just a nostalgic feel about the Escape Goat 2 gameplay.

Graphics are nice, the game is well presented, controls are responsive and some of the levels quite fun. However there's too
many levels where you do nothing (all spine + sheep levels) and it'll only last a seasoned gamer a few hours at that.. Fun,
charming, and... the 1920s! I expected a smaller game but it offers more hours of gameplay than you would imagine when you
look at it for the first time. Turns out the story is pretty interesting and not very obvious, too.

Some cons:

- The minigames are fun but only four, so they get a little repetitive after a while.
- Controls are kind of clunky. They can be annoying but nothing serious.
- The price is a bit outrageous considering the game's limitations. I recommend it if you can get your hands on it during a good
promo or in a bundle.
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